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About This Game
Undarkened is a survival-oriented game, where you can...

Host a multiplayer game (Or play alone)
Build a base and store your items

Title: Undarkened
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Colin Stoddart
Publisher:
Colin Stoddart
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2017

Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: AMD Athlon 64 x2 Dual Core Processor 4800+ @ 2.5 GHz
Memory: 4096 M
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*edit* So after my review the developer upped spawn times. Totally changed the game in truth. It is the basic survival
type game and while I have no got into the story or magic yet I have been having some fun with it. Oh and I dunno if it
was the horse I killed for meat and parts or what, but beware the black mist.beware! I wake up with a stick. I learn I can
knock down trees with a weak little stick(Must be in the twilight zone where sticks beat trees) I can build me a funny
wooden hat and a campfire. That is it. Rocks to mine do not exist, animals for animal parts do not exist. It is day 200 and
I still have found no signs of life besides myself and trees.No structures.no nothing. I do not even have a volley ball to
pleasure myself with.. Started in game with a stick, so I hit some trees, but didn't get any sticks or wood. I found one
area with rocks by an area with water, but couldn't hit them because the stick made no noise like it went through the
rocks, so I didn't get any rocks. I ran around finding no sticks, wood, animals, structures, food and so on. Looks like this
game is just a walking simulator at the moment with nothing to do.. Cannibalism, Black smoke ghosts, And horses..
Imagine a game where you can be whatever you want to be, black or white. You can visit the black son or even the black
spirits. You are free to be who you want to be and can craft anything you can imagine. At first I wasn't sure about this
game but after playing for 300+ hours, I can say that there's more to this game than meets the eye. I ate my friend's body
and was very happy with my experience.. It was a interesting game. Though it looks low quality I game it a chance. It
was pretty surpising of the quality. The gameplay was not my style but if you have 5 bucks try it out! Recommended that
the devolpers add a control layout and a map.
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